C.S. LEWIS
OWEN BARFIELD
A Souvenir B ook
fo r the Centenary
>
C elebration
j
H eld at
W heaton, Illinois
Ju ly 15 -2 .0 ,19 9 8
by the
M yth opoeic Society

celebrates the lives and works of two
notable figures of English literature and philosophy,
C.S. Lewis and Owen Barfield. It is published to honor
their memory and to mark the occasion both of their shared
centenary and of the twenty-ninth annual conference of the
Mythopoeic Society.
C.S. Lewis was widely known in his day, and is still inter
nationally renowned, as a scholar, a writer and speaker on
Christian subjects, and the author of seven classic children’s
books, the Chronicles o f Narnia. Owen Barfield in compar
ison is well known only to a few, though in his quiet way he
was no less important a figure: in works such as Poetic Diction
and Saving the Appearances he has influenced and inspired
generations of readers, among them his friends and fellow
“ Inklings” C.S. Lewis and J.R .R . Tolkien. It is hoped that the
essays, reminiscences, chronologies, and bibliographies in this
booklet will help to introduce Lewis and Barfield to readers
unfamiliar with their works, and to lead cognoscenti to new
insights and fresh appreciations.
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A N A P P R E C IA T IO N
O F T H E F IC T IO N
O F C S LE W IS

Dictionaries tell us that to appreciate is to make or form
an estimate of worth, quality, or amount, to perceive
the
f ° rce
or to esteem adequately or highly, to
recognize as valuable or excellent, or to find worth in.
In this brief a space it is impossible to esteem the fiction of C.S. Lewis adequately
or to perceive its full force. That Lewis’s readers now number in the millions and
that their ranks will grow in the next millennium are incontestable. It is just possi
ble only to begin to recognize as valuable or excellent the twenty products of
Lewis’s inventive and narrative gifts. *
First in Lewis’s own appreciation (he aspired to and came to the attention of the
world outside his family and friends as a poet) are his lyrics. The three collections,
Spirits in Bondage: A Cycle o f Lyrics (1919), Narrative Poems (1969) containing
“ Dymer” (1916/1950), “ Launcelot” (written in 1930?), “ The Nameless Isle” (writ
ten in 1930?), and “ The Queen of Drum” (written in 1933-4?), and Poems (1964),
are essential for any who would plumb Lewis’s heart, unchristened and baptized,
and hear the full range of his voice, raging and tender and surrendered. The
Pilgrims Regress (1933), stillborn as an epic poem, poured forth in two weeks as an
allegory of the same heart’s journey (of which the poems also speak) and seminal
of most of the themes Lewis pondered and propounded for the rest of his life.
Lewis the faithful correspondent found the fictional epistle the perfect form for
communicating his insights about discerning God’s will and about prayer (the bed
rock spiritual disciplines) in The Screwtape Letters (1941) and Letters to Malcolm:
Chiefly on Prayer (1964). In these books he forsook the teacher’s role and assumed
the as one to another posture he adopted in his other books on the spiritual disci
plines, the non-fiction Reflections on the Psalms (1958) and The Great Divorce:
A Dream (1945). The latter he loved as his Cinderella; but this diminutive must not
be allowed to obscure the fact that this book is Lewis’s own Divina Commedia in
which we listen in on angelic and beatific conversations rather than read infernal
and terrestrial letters about the choices which break and make us.
The new form of the interplanetary novel provided another genre for Lewis to
speak of the things that really matter, in Out o f the Silent Planet (1938), Perelandra
(1943), and That Hideous Strength: A Modern Fairy-Tale for Grown-ups (1945).
In the last chapter of the first of these a fictional C.S. Lewis and Dr. Elwin Ransom
strategize together about how to expose to the world the cosmic danger and the
eternal consequences of the interplanetary activities of the deranged physicist Dr.
Weston and the amoral opportunist Mr. Devine. Their solution is to publish in the
form of fiction what would certainly not be listened to as fact. This plan would also
reach a wider audience as fiction than would any detailed report. Ransom con
cludes, “ What we need for the moment is not so much a body of belief as a body
of people familiarized with certain ideas.” Yes, but also a people furnished with the
proper stock responses to the good and the beautiful as well as to the evil and the
repellent, a theme of The Abolition o f Man, written around the same time (1943).
In fact writing the Ransom trilogy appears to be the way Lewis recreated during
and after the academic exertions of The Allegory o f Love (1936) and The Preface
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to Paradise Lost (1941). “ The Dark Tow er” and Other Stories ( 1 9 7 7 ), containing
“ The Dark Tower” (written in 1939?), “ The Man Born Blind” (written in the late
1920s?), “ The Shoddy Lands” (1956), “ Ministering Angels” (1958), “ Forms of
Things Unknown” (written in 1966), and “ After Ten Years” (written in 1 9 6 6 ),
preserves other efforts of Lewis at tall story telling.
Lewis’s first novelistic efforts are found in the collection of writings labeled
Boxen (1906—13/1985). There is a delightful Trollopian character to these juve
nilia. By contrast, in the Chronicles o f Narnia the adult Lewis returned to the form
of the fabulists through whose narrative magic Lewis fell under the spell of
language: Beatrix Potter and Edith Nesbit. The Chronicles are a supposal (not an
allegory) of salvation history (creation, redemption, and completion) in Narnian
terms. Lewis began by writing a redemption story. He then tried to write a creation
story but was unable to complete it at the time. It was only after he had involved
himself in the transformation stories of several characters that he was able to tell
the story not only of Narnia’s beginnings but also of its consummation. When read
in the order of their essential completion by Lewis - The Lion, the Witch and
the Wardrobe (1950), Prince Caspian (19 5 1), The Voyage o f the Dawn Treader
(1952), The Horse and His Boy (1954), The Silver Chair (1953)1 The Magician’s
Nephew (1955), and The Last Battle (1956) - the reader experiences the primor
dial necessity of first passing through a redemption, then an usually lengthy re
interpreting of one’s own story, and finally allowing the future to take its provident
course. It has yet to be fully appreciated that Lewis was writing these stories and
his autobiography at the same time: the former and the latter are about the same
liberation, reinterpretation, and obedience.
Till We Have Faces: A Myth Retold (1956), Lewis’s last novel, represents the
culmination of his narrative art, the gestation of nearly forty years of Lewis’s
encounter with the myth of Cupid and Psyche, and the consummation of all of his
previous attempts to express his deepest insights and intuitions about the essential
shape of the human heart and the just mercy of its Maker. In the novel’s pen
ultimate words, Queen Orual’s dying words, can we who love Lewis’s fiction not
hear the Song of the Eldila, not see what Jane Studdock saw on the garden path,
not shudder with the holy fear of Shasta before the Unseen Fellow Traveller, not
gasp for the fragrance from the Island in the West, not leap at the hope that the
dream has ended and morning come at last (not guess that Lewis himself died so)?
I ended my first book with the words No answer. I know now, Lord, why you
utter no answer. You are yourself the answer. Before your face questions die
away. What other answer would suffice? Only words, words; to be led out to
battle against other words. Long did I hate you, long did I fear you. I might —

Paul F. Ford
* Publication dates in parentheses: posthumously published items are indicated by
“ written in” . The possibility that there is a fictive character to at least some parts of
A Grief Observed (1961) is left for a less circumscribed discussion.
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C .S . L E W IS :
E S S A Y IS T &
L IT E R A R Y
SC H O LA R

Owen Barfield, Jack Lewis’s fellow intellectual sojourner and
swordsman, once suggested that there were “ three C.S. Lewises”
- t^ie fantasist, the apologist, and the literary scholar - and that
t^ie rea<^ers^‘P ° f one Lewis might know little or nothing of the
other two. Let it be said, however, that such artificial dis
tinctions begin to break down once one crosses these genre boundaries. Then it will
be seen that all of Lewis’s works are of a piece; that the Lewis who created Narnia,
Malacandra, and Glome, and who defended the credibility of the New Testament
miracles, articulated the essence of “ Mere Christianity,” and helped us see the
world from a demon’s point of view in Screwtape, is indeed also a “ third Lewis,”
an estimable essayist and social critic, a scholarly writer of learned but accessible
treatises on Medieval and Renaissance literature, and a prescient literary theorist.
The effect of reading Lewis’s prose is the same regardless of its subject matter:
the sensation of entering into a new order of encounter or level of insight, and yet
an experience achieved without apparent contrivance or arduous effort by either
writer or reader. Lewis’s non-fiction always evinces a certain winsomeness which
draws the reader to his side for a salutary intellectual journey. He is an amiable host
who by turns instructs, delights, and challenges, and always intrigues. His consum
mate rhetorical skill, intellectual boldness, perspicacious grasp of time and culture,
prodigious memory, and bracing wit are all present in equal doses in every schol
arly or popular essay he published.
Such are the attributes that may be observed in even a casual examination of
Lewis’s scholarly output, from his first publication on Milton’s Comus (1932.) to
his last full-blooded treatment of the literary enterprise in An Experiment in Criti
cism (1961). In all of these works are revealed a mind consistently fixed on the
enjoyments and adventures of reading itself, and a writer voluntarily sublimating
his own tastes, expectations, and desires to the affective choreography of the text
before him. It is not too much to say that one can classify the great majority of
Lewis’s critical works in one of two ways: informed, enthusiastic reports of his own
astute and powerful readings of texts great and not-so-great, well-known and
obscure, accessible and elusive; or polemical works designed to defend, rescue, or
rehabilitate authors, themes, texts, or whole eras that have been misconstrued or
unfairly marginalized through intentional scholarly embargo or simple ignorance.
Lewis’s critical canon is replete with both kinds of influential studies. His
magnum opus , The Allegory o f Love (1936), radically altered critical perceptions
of Spenser’s Faerie Queene and reinvigorated discussion and debate about the role
and meaning of both courtly love and the genre of allegory in the medieval tradi
tion. His Preface to Paradise Lost (1942.) nearly single-handedly rehabilitated
Milton’s reputation in an era in which his epic poem was either undervalued or
valued for the wrong reasons. His massive English Literature in the Sixteenth
Century, Excluding Drama (1954) offered lucid summaries of and challenging
observations about scores of texts, authors, and movements with incisiveness and
grace. His last scholarly work, published posthumously, incorporated all the
strengths of his public lectures at Oxford and Cambridge that so enthralled his
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undergraduates: The Discarded Image (1964) is a stunning exposition and evo
cation of the medieval and Renaissance worldview. Lewis was equally adept at
terse, well-targeted rebuttals of critical judgments that he felt arrogantly deprived
readers of joy and instruction, praising Jane Austen for her ethical “ hardness,”
rescuing Hamlet from damnation as a “ failed play,” or defending Shelley as a
“ great, flawed poet” — as such collections as Rehabilitations (1939), Studies in
M edieval and Renaissance Literature (1966), and Selected Literary Essays (1969)
well exemplify.
Readers of Lewis’s popular essays, published originally as “ op-ed” pieces in
newspapers, magazines, and church bulletins and collected in such volumes as G o d
in the Dock (1970) and Present Concerns (1986), will discover in them a sprightly
Chestertonian wit as well as a stirring defense of his most famous themes. Most
prominent among the latter is what Lewis thought most indispensable about the
Western tradition: its creation of a public ground for the training of the young, the
preservation of truth, and the managing of responsible cultural change in a society
of equals. In The Abolition o f Man (1943) Lewis had predicted the coming impo
tence of the West to speak meaningfully of universal truths. He thus foresaw that
the chief casualty of the destruction of objective truth was the death of the “ public
realm,” in which men and women of good will though with different beliefs might
indeed investigate, probe, and debate the foundations of what was once called the
good life or “ civilization.” This public world, a world available, present, negotiable
by human beings, is assumed in the literature Lewis loved best, and apparent in the
subjects on which he wrote so eloquently. Thus, one of the greatest legacies of
Lewis’s prose is this simple credo: To know the truth I need not be part of an elite
or intelligentsia, I need only be human. The foundation of all free thought and
inquiry is the unique personhood and humanity of man, each man or woman: I am
human, therefore I may know the truth.
In Lewis’s non-fiction one finds a contagious delight in residing in the landscapes
of authors, times, and cultures not one’s own and a willingness to take on the
conventional wisdom of the current age, a dismissal as “ chronological snobbery”
of that which blocks readers from seeing the past clearly and justly. Here, as in his
apologetics and his fiction, Lewis exudes a generous and earnest spirit that enlists
his readers in a partnership of joyful discovery, the chief benefit being the compan
ionship of Lewis himself.
Bruce L. Edw ards
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The centenary celebration of C.S. Lewis’s birth has been marked
by an outpouring of books, articles, and special events, including
the conference for which the present booklet has been prepared.
It is a year of abundance for Lewis fans! Nonetheless, it is some
thing of a wonder to gather in Wheaton, Illinois to celebrate
a man who has been gone more than thirty years, who lived his entire life more
than five thousand miles away, and who wrote in a dialect difficult for American
readers and about topics wholly foreign to the average baby boomer, buster, or
Gen X ’er.
Furthermore, Lewis’s books present us with a number of difficulties. As J.R .R .
Tolkien observed, “ Lewis is always apt to have rather creaking, stiff-jointed pas
sages,” and inconsistent details in plots as well. His writing in general bears the
marks of hasty composition. And even more problematic, Lewis was extremely
well-read and could hardly write a page without referring to some book or author
he assumes we know as well as he did. And his writing is peppered with opinions
- about women, hierarchy, marriage, evolution, education, and more - that are
likely to make any number of folks uncomfortable, if not downright angry.
Why then does Lewis remain so popular? Some say it is because he wrote so
skilfully in so many different genres: poems, children’s stories, lay theology, science
fiction. Others have suggested it is the down-to-earth quality that characterizes his
work, a burly, beefy fellow in rumpled tweeds, with a booming voice and quick wit,
who has got just a few things figured out and is happy to share them if you will
listen. Still others point to the use of metaphor and imagery in his writing, so that
the most difficult concepts, theological, philosophical, and intellectual, come into
clear focus with a word picture.
What is remarkable to me is that Lewis eagerly sought the things that really
matter, the things that are important, and good, and true. Not content with an
ordinary life, he applied both his imagination and his intellect to explore and
explain things of eternal consequence.
We gather in this centenary year to celebrate Lewis, warts and all: to enjoy his
good humor, to experience his creativity, to honor his memory, and to reflect on
the things he has taught us. In doing so, we don’t pretend he wasn’t a flawed
human being. If anything, we enjoy him all the more when we acknowledge that
the Divine Light shines so clearly in such a pedestrian package, in such an earthy
jar of clay.

C .S . L E W IS :
w h a t ’s
A LL TH E
FU SS?

Diana Pavlac Glyer
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A C .S . L E W IS C H R O N O L O G Y
1898
1905
1908
19 10
19 11
19 14
19 16

19 17

19 18
19 19
1920
19 2 2
1923
1924
1925
1926
1929
19 30

19 3 1
19 33
1936
1938
1939

Clive Staples “Jack” Lewis is born on Z9 November in Belfast, Ireland
His family moves to “ Little Lea” on the outskirts of Belfast
His mother, Florence Lewis, dies of cancer on 23 August; in September
he is sent to school at Wynyard in Watford, Hertfordshire, England
Attends Campbell College in Belfast, September—December
Returns to England and attends school at Cherbourg House, Malvern,
beginning in January
Moves to Surrey and is tutored by W.T. Kirkpatrick (“ The Great
Knock” ), September 1914-M arch 19 17 ; World War I, 19 14 - 18
Reads George MacDonald’s Phantastes, which (he wrote) “ baptized”
his imagination; MacDonald, he later claimed, was quoted in every
book he subsequently published
Begins his studies at University College, Oxford, in April; meets
E.F.C. “ Paddy” Moore and his mother, Mrs. Janie Moore; in September,
commissioned a second lieutenant in the Somerset Light Infantry; goes
to the front in November
Wounded in action in April
Returns to University College; meets Owen Barfield; Spirits in Bondage
published under the pseudonym “ Clive Hamilton”
Takes a First in Honour Moderations (midway examinations)
Takes a First in Greats (classics and philosophy), and is awarded
the B.A. degree
Takes a First in English Language and Literature in the Honour School
Assumes duties as tutor at University College
Elected Fellow in English Language and Literature at Magdalen College,
Oxford; begins “ Great W ar” with Barfield
D ym er published under the pseudonym “ Clive Hamilton” ; first recorded
meeting with J.R .R . Tolkien
His father, Albert Lewis, dies; Lewis becomes a theist but not a Christian
Lewis, his brother Warren, Mrs. Moore, and her daughter Maureen
move into “ The Kilns” in Oxford; from early 1930s, meets informally
with Barfield, Tolkien, Charles Williams, and others as the “ Inklings”
Confesses belief in Jesus Christ as the Son of God and becomes a regular
communicant in the Church of England
The Pilgrim ’s Regress published under his own name; abandons the
“ Clive Hamilton” pseudonym forever
The Allegory o f L ove published
Out o f the Silent Planet published
The Personal Heresy with E.M.W . Tillyard, and Rehabilitations and
Other Essays published; Charles Williams moves to Oxford, becomes
an important influence on Lewis
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194°

19 4 1
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
19 5 1
19 52

19 53
1954
1955

1956
19 57
1958
1960
19 6 1
1962
1963
1964
1973

The Problem o f Pain published; begins lectures on Christianity to
members of the Royal Air Force
Begins series of over twenty radio talks for the British Broadcasting Corp.
Broadcast Talks published, based on his 19 4 1 and 1942 BBC radio
lectures; The Screwtape Letters and A Preface to Paradise Lost published
Perelandra, The Abolition o f Man, and the BBC lectures entitled
Christian Behaviour published
Beyond Personality published, from his BBC talks
The Great Divorce and That Hideous Strength published
Edits George M acDonald: An Anthology
Miracles and Essays Presented to Charles 'Williams (ed. Lewis) published
Arthurian Torso published
“ Transposition” and Other Addresses published
Receives his first letter from Joy Davidman Gresham; The Lion, the Witch
and the Wardrobe published, the first book in the Chronicles o f Narnia
Prince Caspian published; Mrs. Moore dies
Meets Joy Davidman Gresham; Mere Christianity (Broadcast Talks,
Christian Behaviour, and Beyond Personality, with revisions) and
The Voyage o f the Dawn Treader published
The Silver Chair published
The Horse and His Boy and English Literature in the Sixteenth Century,
Excluding Drama published; Joy Davidman divorces William Gresham
Becomes Professor of Medieval and Renaissance Literature at Cambridge
University; inaugural address, “ De Descriptione Temporum” ; Surprised
by Jo y and The Magician’s N ephew published; Joy Davidman moves to
Oxford with her sons, David and Douglas
Marries Joy Davidman in a civil ceremony in April; The Last Battle and
Till We Have Faces published; in October, Joy is diagnosed with cancer
Marries Joy Davidman in an Anglican ceremony in March
Reflections on the Psalms published
The Four Loves, Studies in Words, and “ The W orld’s Last N ight” and
Other Essays published; his wife, Joy, dies on 13 July
A G rie f Observed and An Experiment in Criticism published
They Asked for a Paper published
Dies on 22 November, the day that Aldous Huxley and John F. Kennedy
also died
Letters to Malcolm: Chiefly on Prayer and The Discarded Image
published
Lewis’s brother, Warren Hamilton “ Warnie” Lewis (b. 16 June 1895),
dies on 9 April
Lyle W. Dorsett, adapted by Wayne G. Hammond
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A S E L E C T IV E
C .S . L E W IS
B IB L IO G R A P H Y

The first part of this checklist includes books by C.S. Lewis
with new material in them. Omitted are pamphlets; books
edited by Lewis; later editions, even those with variant titles
in paperback, with no change in content; and contributions
to periodicals. The dates given are those of first (usually U.K.) publication, then of
later publication in the U.S. (or the U.K. when first published in America), and of
other significant editions. A single date is given when British and American editions
appeared in the same year and with the same text, or when there is only one edi
tion. A comprehensive primary Lewis bibliography may be found in C.S. Lew is:
A Companion & G uide by Walter Hooper (1996).
In the second part of this list, a selection of works about C.S. Lewis, individual
essays and chapbooks have been omitted. All books by persons known (as of 31
M ay 1998) to be attending the centenary celebration in Wheaton, Illinois have been
included, and their authors or editors so marked (*).
W

orks b y

C.S. L e w is

F ic t io n

The Pilgrim ’s Regress: An Allegorical Apology for Christianity, Reason and
Romanticism. 19 3 3. znd ed., 19 35. 3rd ed., 19 4 3; U.S. 1944.
Out o f the Silent Planet. 1938; U.S. 1943.
The Screwtape Letters. 1942.; U.S. 1 9 4 3 with a drawing by Lewis of Screwtape
on the dust-jacket. As The Screwtape Letters and “ Screwtape Proposes a
Toast,” 1 9 6 1 ; U.S. 1962.; znd ed. (U.S.), 198Z.
Perelandra: A N ovel. 19 4 3; U.S. 1944.
That Hideous Strength: A M odern Fairy-Tale fo r Grown-ups. 1945; U.S. 1946
with variants. Authorially abridged ed. as The Tortured Planet, c. 1946.
The Great D ivorce: A Dream. 1946; U.S. 1946 with the omission of a footnote.
The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe: A Story fo r Children. Illus. Pauline
Baynes. 1950; U.S. 1950 with a variant name for Maugrim and a variant
place for the fire-stones of the Secret Hill.
Prince Caspian: The Return to Narnia. Illus. Pauline Baynes. 19 5 1.
The Voyage o f the “ D awn Treader” . Illus. Pauline Baynes. 1 9 5 Z ; U.S. 1 9 5 Z
with variants in ch. iz .
The Silver Chair. Illus. Pauline Baynes. 19 53.
The Horse and His Boy. Illus. Pauline Baynes. 1954.
The M agician’s N ephew . Illus. Pauline Baynes. 19 55.
The Last Battle: A Story for Children. Illus. Pauline Baynes. 1956.
Till We Have Faces: A Myth Retold. 1956 with one paragraph from the
American “ Note” on the dust-jacket; U.S. 19 57 with “ Note” by Lewis
following the text.
“ The Dark T o w er” and Other Stories. Ed. Walter Hooper. 1977.
Boxen: The Imaginary World o f the Young C.S. Lew is. Ed. Walter Hooper.
1985.
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Po e t r y

Spirits in Bondage: A Cycle o f Lyrics by “ Clive Hamilton.” 19 19 . As by
C.S. Lewis, ed. Walter Hooper, U.S. 1984.
Dymer by “ Clive Hamilton.” 192.6. As by C.S. Lewis, 2nd ed., 1950.
Poems. Ed. Walter Hooper. 1964; U.S. 1965.
The Revised Psalter. With F.D. Coggan, G.A. Chase, J. Dykes Bower, T.S. Eliot,
Gerald Knight, and D. Winton Thomas. 1966.
Narrative Poems. Ed. Walter Hooper. 1969; U.S. 1972.
The Collected Poems o f C.S. Lewis. Ed. Walter Hooper. 1994.
A u t o b i o g r a p h i c a l W r it in g s

and

L etters

Surprised by Jo y : The Shape o f M y Early Life. 19 55; U.S. 1956.
A G rie f Observed by “ N.W. Clerk.” 19 6 1; U.S. 1963. As by C.S. Lewis, 1964.
Letters o f C.S. Lewis. Ed. W.H. Lewis. 1966. Rev. and enl. ed., ed. Walter
Hooper, 1988; U.S. 1994.
Letters to an American Lady. Ed. Clyde S. Kilby. 1967; U.K. 1969.
They Stand Together: The Letters o f C.S. Lewis to Arthur Greeves (19 14 -6 3 ).
Ed. Walter Hooper. 1979.
Letters to Children. Ed. Lyle W. Dorsett and Marjorie Lamp Mead. 1985.
Letters: A Study in Friendship. With Don Giovanni Calabria. Trans, and ed.
Martin Moynihan. 1988; U.K. 1989.
A ll My Road Before Me: The Diary o f C.S. Lewis, 1 9 2 2 - 2 7 . Ed. Walter Hooper.
19 9 1.
C h r is t ia n

and

P h i l o s o p h i c a l F u l l -L e n g t h N

o n -F i c t i o n

The Problem o f Pain. 1940; U.S. 1943. French ed., with a special preface and
one new footnote by Lewis, Paris 1950.
Broadcast Talks. 1942. As The Case for Christianity, U.S. 1943.
Christian Behaviour: A Further Series o f Broadcast Talks. 1943; U.S. 1944.
The Abolition o f Man, or, Reflections on Education. . . . 1943. 2nd ed., 1946;
U.S. 1947.
Beyond Personality: The Christian Idea o f God. 1944; U.S. 1945.
Miracles: A Preliminary Study. 1947. 2nd ed., i960; U.S. 1978. Authorially
abridged ed., 1958.
Mere Christianity. “ Revised and amplified edition” of Broadcast Talks, Christian
Behaviour, and Beyond Personality. 1952. “ Anniversary Edition,” ed. Walter
Hooper, 19 8 1; U.K. 1988 without Hooper’s additions.
Reflections on the Psalms. 1958.
The Four Loves, i960.
Letters to Malcolm: Chiefly on Prayer. 1964.

C r it ic a l

and

H is t o r ic a l F u l l -L e n g t h N

o n -F ic t io n

The Allegory o f Love: A Study in M edieval Tradition. 193 6. With corrections,
1938; U.S. i960.
The Personal Heresy: A Controversy. With E.M.W. Tillyard. 1939.
A Preface to Paradise Lost. 1942..
Arthurian Torso. With Charles Williams. 1948. With Williams’ Taliessin
through Logres and The Region o f Summer Stars, 1974.
English Literature in the Sixteenth Century, Excluding Drama. 1954.
As Poetry and Prose in the Sixteenth Century, 1990.
Studies in Words, i9 6 0 . 2nd ed., 1967.
An Experim ent in Criticism. 19 6 1.
The Discarded Image: An Introduction to M edieval and Renaissance Literature.
1:964.
Spenser’s Images o f Life. Ed. Alistair Fowler. 1967.
B ooks

of

E ssays

Rehabilitations and Other Essays. 1939.
“ Transposition” and Other Addresses. 1949. As “ The Weight o f G lo ry ” and
Other Addresses, U.S. 1949. Rev. and expanded ed., ed. Walter Hooper,
1980.
“ The W orld’s Last N igh t” and Other Essays, i960.
They A sked for a Paper: Papers and Addresses. 1962.
“ Screwtape Proposes a Toast” and Other Pieces. Preface by J.E . Gibb. 1965.
Studies in M edieval and Renaissance Literature. Ed. Walter Hooper. 1966.
Christian Reflections. Ed. Walter Hooper. 1967.
Selected Literary Essays. Ed. Walter Hooper. 1969.
G od in the D ock: Essays on Theology and Ethics. Ed. Walter Hooper. 1970.
As Undeceptions, U.K. 19 7 1.
“ Fern-Seed and Elephants” and Other Essays on Christianity. Ed. Walter
Hooper. 1975.
O f This and Other Worlds. Ed. Walter Hooper. 1982. As “ On Stories”
and Other Essays on Literature, U.S. 1982.
Present Concerns. Ed. Walter Hooper. 1986; U.S. 1987.
“ Christian Reunion” and Other Essays. Ed. Walter Hooper. 1990.

W orks

about

C.S. L e w is

B ib l io g r a p h ie s

Christopher, Joe R .*, and Joan K. Ostling. C.S. Lew is: An Annotated Checklist
o f Writings about Him and His Works. Kent, Ohio: Kent State University
Press, 1974. [Secondary materials to mid-1972.]

Hooper, Walter. “ A Bibliography of C.S. Lewis’s Writings.” In C.S. Lewis:
A Companion & Guide. London: HarperCollins; San Francisco:
HarperSanFrancisco, 1996. [Primary checklist.]
Lowenberg, Susan. C.S. Lewis: A Reference Guide, 1 9 7 Z - 1 9 8 8 . New York:
G.K. Hall, 1993. [Secondary materials following Christopher and Ostling.]
B i o g r a p h ie s

Barfield, Owen. Owen Barfield on C.S. Lewis. Ed. G.B. Tennyson. Middletown,
Conn.: Wesleyan University Press, 1989. [A collection of speeches, essays,
and interviews, mainly biographical in nature.]
Carpenter, Humphrey. The Inklings: C.S. Lewis, J.R .R . Tolkien, Charles
Williams, and Their Friends. London: George Allen & Unwin, 1978;
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1979.
Como, James T. “ C.S. Lewis at the Breakfast Table” and Other Reminiscences.
New York: Macmillan, 1979. 2nd ed., San Diego: Harcourt Brace, Harvest
Book, 1992..
Dorsett, Lyle W.* A nd G od Came In. New York: Macmillan, 1983. 2nd ed.,
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Owen Barfield was an extraordinary man who never
behaved like one. He wore his intelligence so lightly, his
quiet wit, immense learning, and razor-sharp intellect
were housed in a personality so unassuming and so
friendly that he was never inaccessible or difficult to talk to. Among the Inklings,
in whose gatherings he was a only a sometime participant, he was at once the most
profound mind and the most unobtrusive presence. He hadn’t the instinct or drive
to seek the limelight - though he would have been brilliant on a talk show - and I
don’t believe he cared at all about fame or even popularity. He was probably the
most original thinker I have ever encountered. Tolkien could not have realized it at
the time, but his statement that after he had read Poetic Diction “ there were all
sorts of things he could never say again,” could speak for anyone who has read and
absorbed Barfield’s work. He changed the way we saw the world. He altered the
very meaning of the word reality, and made it impossible to take the concept for
granted.
By profession a solicitor, he was also a poet, a playwright, and a novelist, but I
believe he could best be described, and will certainly be remembered, as a philo
sopher of language. That philosophy is so simple in expression, and is expressed in
so mild a tone, that except for a cadre of perceptive readers it has tended to be less
well heard than the cacaphony of louder philosophic voices and more emphatic
theoretical statements that characterize our time. Yet a quiet voice, if it persists, will
outstay a shout; and just as a whisper carries through the air more piercingly than
a spoken word, so Owen Barfield’s thought and work will carry across the twen
tieth century to make themselves not just heard but listened to in the twenty-first.
He was the only person of my personal acquaintance who might actually have
relished the arrival of the millennium, and that because he truly believed that
humankind was moving through time on its way toward something positive. In the
time in which he thought and wrote, the post-Cartesian, existential twentieth cen
tury, Barfield was thinking against the grain, expressing a largely unfashionable
philosophical position: that human existence has a meaning and a purpose, that
humanity is on its way to somewhere and that language is both the vehicle and the
journey. In his preface to the second edition of Poetic Diction he wrote: “ Language
is the storehouse of imagination. It cannot continue to be itself without performing
its function. But its function is, to mediate transition from the unindividualized,
dreaming spirit that carried the infancy of the world to the individualized human
spirit which has the future in its charge.”
Language, and especially the language of poetry, is in the service of something
beyond itself, and that something is the evolution of human consciousness. This, he
suggested, has evolved from a largely un-conscious “ original participation” in the
surrounding world through our present Cartesian stage of awareness coupled with
“ separation” (both intellectual detachment and psychological alienation), and is
moving toward a “ final participation” in which we will, as T.S. Eliot put it in Little
Gidding, “ arrive where we started and know the place for the first time.” And it is
our language that will take us there. “ The full meanings of words,” said Barfield in
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Poetic Diction, “ are flashing, iridescent shapes like flames - ever-flickering vestiges
of the slowly evolving consciousness beneath them.” Everything Barfield wrote was
in the service of this idea; he once said he was really always saying the same thing
over and over, but most philosophers do that, if they’re fortunate enough and
thoughtful enough to have an idea that’s worth repeating.
A complete list of his publications would stretch from here to Halifax, but
fortunately for readers with limited access to a university library or the arcane
reaches of the Library of Congress, their essence is contained in the handful of
major works with which, in Hemingway’s phrase, he can “ declare to win.” In
History in English Words, first published in 19 2 6 , he pointed out the obvious but
hitherto unremarked idea that by “ entering with our imagination into the biogra
phy of a word,” we can “ catch glimpses” of the civilization behind it. The logical
next step, and one which he had no hesitation in taking, was to posit that the biog
raphy of any language reveals the biography of the distinct culture which speaks it.
Beyond that, he suggests that the collective biography of language itself contains the
biography to date of the human race, that the history of words is the history of
human intellectual and spiritual evolution. It is both a simple and a daring extrap
olation of the Indo-European language theory from philology to philosophy and
beyond that to the spiritual journey of humanity.
These ideas were developed further in Poetic Diction (probably his best-known
work), first published in 192.8, Saving the Appearances (1957), Worlds Apart
(1963), Unancestral Voice (1965), Romanticism Comes o f Age (1966), and What
Coleridge Thought (19 71). To this list I must add the wry, funny, only obliquely
philosophical but revealingly autobiographical This Ever-Diverse Pair (1950),
which got him through a difficult period in his own life by personifying the conflict
he felt between his divided selves Burden and Burgeon, each struggling to be him
self and free of the other. These two, in addition to allowing him to address the con
flict between duty and desire that occurs at some time or other in everyone’s life,
gave him the Socratic dialogue format which which became the structure of Worlds
Apart and Unancestral Voice. Each of these books built on the one before it, each
pushed his argmuent one step further, each carried to a higher level his idea that the
human mind is at least in part the agent of its own evolution, and that this is accom
plished through and manifest in the continuing development of human language.
I do not present the above titles as a comprehensive list, but simply a represen
tative sampling. Barfield lovers can and most certainly will (probably vociferously)
speak for their their own favourites. It is to be hoped that the resultant informed
voices, energetically raised, will give rise to their own Barfieldian-Socratic dialogue.
Verlyn Flieger
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Owen Barfield, one of C.S. Lewis’s greatest friends, died on 14
December 1997, not quite making their joint centenary. We were
drawn together by our love for Jack Lewis and our sorrow over
losing him. However, before long we were working as colleagues.
Lewis’s brother, Warnie, had invited me to edit C SL ’s literary
remains, and this could only be done with the co-operation of his trustees, Barfield
and Cecil Harwood. You might have thought that these men, who had known
Lewis since 19 19 , would resent a young man from the United States being involved
in editing their friend’s literary remains. But the fact is that no one encouraged me
so much. They were busy with their own affairs, and could hardly have given all
their time to Lewis matters. Harwood was still teaching, and Barfield, retired from
his law firm, finally had time for writing.
I’m sure Owen would have liked to keep more of that time for himself, but he
was always generous to all who needed him. Those of us who profit from Lewis’s
posthumous works are his greatest debtors. In the early 1960s Liberalism was
sweeping through the churches, and publishers were keen to cater to current fash
ions in theology. Was Lewis in vogue, or out? Many of those who had liked him
were turning away and asking “ What did we ever see in his books?” Others knew
we needed him now more than ever. I was determined to keep Lewis in print, but
this would not have been possible without Owen Barfield. His experience as a
solicitor was invaluable. He must have spent thousands of hours going over the
works I was editing, writing to publishers, drafting contracts, going to meetings.
Barfield was acutely aware of his own faults, but it was not easy for him to see
the faults of others. Certainly he was not on the look-out for someone’s failings.
He was not only prepared to think the best of others, he did. He listened very care
fully to whatever you said, and he gave everyone he met the benefit of every doubt,
believing the best, and liking almost everyone he met. But he was not naive, and
if someone disappointed him it was easy for him to keep the sin and the sinner
entirely separate in his mind. I hope God is like Owen Barfield. I felt nourished by
being with him, and keen to be as nice to others as he was to me.
I spent many weekends at “ Orchard View,” Kent, with Owen and his wife
Maud. Their home was several miles from the nearest village, and here they enter
tained many American visitors. The Barfields loved having guests, and they took
endless trouble to make one at home. My favourite time of the day was when Owen
and I went for a walk. There were lovely fields and lanes all around. The thing
which gave Owen the most pleasure was the endlessly-changing “ skyscapes” as he
called the wonderful combination of clouds and the tops of trees you got around
Orchard View. When he held up his hand for silence, I knew he was listening to
the song of a lark. When Mrs. Barfield retired after dinner, we sat over pipes and
a glass of whiskey and talked philosophy, language, theology, and whatever else
interested us.
Barfield loved pubs, and in Oxford he liked to lunch in the Bird and Baby. He
could fill a room with pipe smoke faster than anyone I knew, but he was a very
moderate drinker, especially of beer. The Inklings fell into two groups: those who
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drank beer by the Pint and those who drank it by the Half. Lewis was definitely
a Pint man, and when he was alive I didn’t know it was sold in halves. After his
death, when I got to know the others better, I seemed to go from one extreme to
another. I often lunched in the Bird and Baby with Fr. Gervase Mathew o . p . It was
a privilege to buy him lunch, but he knew I didn’t have much money, and he was
embarrassed about always ordering a pint. By way of excusing it he always brought
up Out o f the Silent Planet. “ Have you ever thought,” Fr. Gervase would ask,
“ what a totally different book that would have been if, on returning to Earth,
Ransom had gone into that pub and said "H alf a pint of bitter, please’ ?” Barfield
never had more than a half, and when he saw the size of the beer-mug I brought
back to the table for myself he never failed to say, “ A p in t}"
Maud Barfield died in 1980 and in 1986 Owen moved into “ The Walhatch,”
a residential hotel at Forest Row in East Sussex. His small room became a haven of
peace and sanity for himself and the many who visited him there. Old age came
gracefully, being almost entirely a loss of physical energy, with only the slightest
diminution in his mental abilities. Several years ago I asked if he feared death. “ Not
about being dead,” he said, “ but the whole process of dying.” He compared it to
an old man being told “ Get up! You’re going to China.” What would be difficult
for a young man would be very hard for an old one.
His son rang me on Saturday, 13 December 1997 to say that his father was
dying. I went down the next day and found him breathing with great labour, unable
to speak. The family wanted me to pray for him. As I knelt by Owen’s bed, I put
my hand on his shoulder. He opened his eyes. I told him the dreaded “ trip to
China” had arrived, but that it was going to be easy and short. “ The High Gates of
Heaven are opening now in anticipation,” I said, “ and behind St. Peter I see Jack
Lewis - waiting to dispute!” He seemed to understand, and he died a few minutes
later.
Walter H ooper
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A N O W EN B A R F I E L D C H R O N O L O G Y
1898
19 17
19 18
19 19
i9 z i

192.3
19 15
192.6
19 18
192.9
19 30
19 35
1944
1945
1948
1949
19 50
19 57
1959
1963
1965
1967
19 7 1
19 77
1979
1980
19 8 1
1985
1990
1993
1997

Arthur Owen Barfield is born on 9 November in Muswell Hill,
a suburb of London, son of Arthur and Elizabeth Barfield
Poem, “ Air-Castles,” published in the magazine Punch
Commissioned Second Lieutenant, Royal Engineers trainee
Enters Wadham College, Oxford; meets C.S. Lewis
Receives First Class Honours in English Language and Literature;
begins work on B.Litt. thesis (later to become Poetic D iction );
works part-time for the London weekly newspaper Truth
Attracted to Anthroposophy; marries Maud Douie in April
The Silver Trumpet published; “ Great W ar” with C.S. Lewis begins
History in English Words published
Poetic Diction published
Son Alexander adopted
To support his family, begins work in his father’s law firm in London
and trains to be a solicitor (later receives B.C.L. from Oxford)*
Daughter Lucy adopted
Romanticism Comes o f Age published
Son Jeffrey adopted
Play, Orpheus performed (not published until 1983)
Joins the Church of England
This Ever Diverse Pair published under the pseudonym “ G.A.L. Burgeon”
Saving the Appearances: A Study in Idolatry published
Partial retirement from law practice
Worlds Apart published; visiting professor at Drew University (later a
visiting professor at several other American and Canadian universities)
Final retirement from law practice; Unancestral Voice published
Speaker’s Meaning published
What Coleridge Thought published
The Rediscovery o f Meaning and Other Essays published
History, Guilt and Habit published
Maud Barfield dies
Assumes editorship of Coleridge’s Philosophical Lectures for
The Collected Coleridge
The Year Participated published
Owen Barfield on C.S. Lew is published
A Barfield Sampler published
Dies on 14 December in Forest Row, East Sussex
Wayne G. Hammond

* Sources differ as to when Barfield entered law practice and received his B.C.L.

The Silver Trumpet (1925; later eds. 1968, 1986). Barfield’s first
book, this children’s story is unlike anything else he published:
a minor work heavily influenced by George MacDonald that will
interest mainly those curious in the Inklings as writers for children
and in MacDonald’s fantasy. Surprisingly grim for a children’s
story, it tells of two sisters and how one stole the other’s life. In
true Inklings fashion, it ends in a satisfactory eucatastrophe.
History in English Words (1926; later eds. 19 33, i954> 1967* 1 5)- Although
published first, this book is best thought of as an expansion and follow-up to the
ideas presented in Barfield’s B.Litt. thesis (published two years later as Poetic Dic
tion). While Poetic Diction presents the theory, History in English Words
develops specific examples showing how the meanings of words have changed over
time. Branching out from a single meaning that combines literal and metaphorical
elements, Barfield argues that these cases show that the history of language is the
history of human consciousness, showing the emergence of self-consciousness over
time. History in English Words is the direct model for C.S. Lewis’s much later
Studies in Words, which is essentially a rewriting and Lewisification of this book.
Poetic Diction: A Study in Meaning (1928; later eds. 1952, 1973). By far
Barfield’s most famous book, this is his essential work: all his other books may be
considered as expansions on the ideas contained herein. Among his central argu
ments are several essential ones: imagination is as valid a tool as reason for the
discovery of truth; the history of language is the history of human consciousness,
showing a definite movement towards ever greater self-consciousness; many great
poems and ancient texts cannot be properly understood unless we grasp that what
looks to us like a word used in many different ways - some metaphorical, some
literal - seemed to its author and original audience expressions of a single, unified
meaning. For example, since we need different words for spirit , inspiration , and res
piration, we miss the full meaning of the old word spiritus from which all three of
these words and concepts descend. Poetic Diction has challenged many a reader’s
assumptions, not just about language but about the world itself.
Romanticism Comes o f Age (1944; 2nd ed. 1966). A collection of literary and
philosophical essays on Coleridge, Shakespeare, Goethe, and Steiner which show
Barfield working out what he calls his “ theory of poetry as a means of cognition.”
If, as Barfield maintains, poetry is a crucial source of knowledge, then examination
of specific masterpieces and master poets should reveal insights. These essays are
examples of what he has found in attempting to answer the question, “ In what way
is imagination true?” This collection more than any other makes plain Barfield’s
debt to occultist Rudolph Steiner.
This Ever-Diverse Pair (1950, as by “ G.A.L. Burgeon” ; 1985, as by Owen Barfield). Barfield’s most accessible work: the story of a split personality narrated by
one of the two halves. Like Tolkien’s “ Leaf by Niggle,” a brilliant parable about
the age-old dilemma faced by a creative person who has to devote all his or her time
and energy to a dull job - in this case, the personality has split between “ Burgeon”
(the creative, imaginative, poetic side) and “ Burden” (the plodding, dependable,
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punctual side). A string of vignettes drawn from a lawyer’s life bring out the
conflict between the two, with matters rising to a crisis when one side decides to
murder the other. Also notable for a guest appearance by C.S. Lewis (as Burden/
Burgeon’s client Ramsden), the only person both halves like. Highly recommended.
Saving the Appearances: A Study in Idolatry (19 57; znd ed. 1988). Another of
Barfield’s major books, second in influence only to Poetic Diction. Among other
matters, he considers whether a rainbow exists without anyone to see it (he con
cludes it does, not) and argues persuasively for the participatory nature of reality:
without a human mind to perceive it, many things we consider “ real” simply would
not exist. Very valuable for enunciating his principle of “ Saving the Appearances,”
which states that the best way to discover that a paradigm or model is on the verge
of collapse is to note the frantic efforts of its supporters to tortuously explain away
all evidence that challenges the theory.
Worlds Apart: A Dialogue o f the 19 6 0s (19 6 3). The second book in the “ Bur
geon” trilogy takes the form of a symposium in which eight men gather to present
their worldviews to see if there is any common ground left on which specialists can
agree. The participants include a radio astronomer, a psychiatrist, a retired school
teacher (modeled on an old friend of Lewis and Barfield, Cecil Harwood), a lawyer
(modeled on Barfield himself), a don (Lewis again, this time a historian named
Hunter), etc. A very wide-ranging and stimulating look at the assumptions that
underlie our everyday thinking.
JJnancestral Voice (1965). The third and final of the “ Burgeon” books, in which
the retired lawyer begins to receive spiritual revelations in the form of a voice that
he dubs The Meggid. The topics addressed range all the way from the obscenity
trial of Lady Chatterley’s L o ver and a debate on whether the law should punish or
reform criminals, to a three-way discussion between Burgeon, a Buddhist, and a
Catholic and a discussion of the metaphysical implications of quantum physics.
Perhaps Barfield’s single best book.
Speaker’s Meaning (1967). A short book deriving from a lecture series in which
Barfield recaps, in simple form, many of his major themes on language. A good
starting point for anyone interested in Barfield’s theory of language.
What Coleridge Thought (19 7 1). A in-depth look at one of Barfield’s favorite
thinkers and poets.
The Rediscovery o f M eaning and Other Essays (1977). A second collection of
literary and philosophical essays. The most important for Inklings scholars is per
haps that dealing with allegory, in which Barfield argues against the definition
prevalent earlier in this century —i.e., the sense in which the word is used by Tolkien
when he states his distaste for allegory —as a one-on-one code in which every char
acter corresponds exactly to some abstraction. Barfield favors the more contem
porary, looser use of the word that merges it in a continuum with symbolism.
History, Guilt and H abit (1979). Another lecture series. The first piece, “ History
of Ideas: Evolution of Consciousness,” recaps the ideas of Poetic Diction and
History in English Words. The second, “ Modern Idolatry: The Sin of Literalness,”
revisits the ground covered by Saving the Appearances. The third and final piece,
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“ The Force of Habit,” looks at the difficulties in escaping from preconceptions even
by conscious effort of will, so ingrained are some of the assumptions that organize
our thoughts.
Orpheus: A Poetic Drama (1983). Written over forty years earlier and first per
formed in 1948, this play follows the well-worn pattern of retelling a classical myth
in such a way to reflect the modern writer’s concerns and ideas.
Owen Barfield on C.S. Lewis (1989). This book collects essays, interviews, and
poems Barfield wrote about his old friend, including the piece from Light on C.S.
Lewis (ed. J. Gibb, 1965) that Tolkien said got closest to the truth of their mutual
friend. It also includes the “ Ramsden” chapter from This Ever-Diverse Pair. A very
handy collection for anyone interested in the Inklings and Lewis from the point of
view of a lifelong friend and member.
A Barfield Sampler: Poetry and Fiction by O wen Barfield (1993). Barfield’s first
collection of poetry, published when he was 95, along with several short stories.
Im po r ta n t Sh o r t W

orks

(Pa m p h l e t s )

Mark vs. Tristan (1969). A hilarious spoof: five letters exchanged between King
Mark’s lawyers and Sir Tristan’s representative dealing with the Isoult infidelity
case. A collaboration by Barfield and C.S. Lewis written many years before. The
final letter, written in Malorian Middle English by Lewis, is a masterpiece.
Owen Barfield and the Origin o f Language (1976). An autobiographical lecture
that sums up Barfield’s central themes better than any other account known to me;
an excellent starting place for anyone interested in approaching Barfield or his
work.
A Cretaceous Perambulator (1983). Another Barfield-C.S. Lewis collaboration,
growing out of their annual Walking Tour. Lewis having missed the tour one year
because he had to stay at Oxford and grade exams, Barfield and his friends con
cocted a fake exam that Lewis must pass before being readmitted to their walking
club. The pamphlet reproduces their bogus quiz, Lewis’s equally bogus answers,
and notes describing the walking tours (which were begun by Barfield, Harwood,
and W.O. “ W of” Field, and only later joined by Lewis) and explaining the in-jokes.
U n p u b l ish e d W o rks

“ The Great War” (philosophical papers). Written in the 1920s, this series of
essays and treatises was part of Barfield’s philosophical debate with C.S. Lewis.
The component parts of the series are described and summarized in Leon Adey’s
C.S. L ew is’s “ Great War” with Owen Barfield (1978).
English People. Written circa 1930, this long (500-page) novel follows three
siblings (two brothers and a sister), one brother’s wife, and the other brother’s best
friend as they search for a meaningful life in postwar England. With its excellent
character portraits and fictional working out of central Barfieldian concerns, it
represents a major work - the most significant unpublished work by an Inkling.
A major influence on, but much superior to, Lewis’s That Hideous Strength.
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Medea. A play of which little is known other than that Barfield read it to the
Inklings, who highly approved of the work.
The M other o f Pegasus. An epic poem retelling the stories of Perseus and Andro
meda on the one hand and of Bellerophon on the other. The “ mother of Pegasus”
of the title is, of course, the gorgon Medusa.
Angels at Bay. A trilogy of short plays in which scenes in the past, present, and
near future are first told from the point of view of their human participants and
then from the viewpoint of these men and women’s guardian angels. It concerns
our culture’s obsession with avoiding supernatural explanations and topics.
Eager Spring. An excellent short novel written circa 1989 that chronicles a
young woman’s progression from student of courtly love to environmental activist.
A remarkably modern work from a ninety-year-old author.
Joh n D. R ateliff

★
In addition to the titles described above, O w en Barfield edited, translated, or con
tributed to numerous books, notably several works by R u d o lf Steiner, the founder
o f Anthroposophy; and he contributed to periodicals some two hundred essays,
reviews, poems, and letters, beginning with the unsigned poem “ Air-Castles” in
Punch, 14 February 1 9 1 7 , and continuing until nearly the end o f his life. M any o f
his earliest periodical contributions were to the New Statesman; many o f his later
writings appeared in Anthroposophical Movement, Anthroposophy, Anthroposophical Quarterly, and The Golden Blade. He was also a member o f the editorial
advisory board o f the journal Seven.
The most extensive bibliography o f B arfield’s works to date is by G .B . Tennyson
in Evolution of Consciousness, ed. Shirley Sugerman (1976).
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See also biographical material in works cited above, e.g.
A Barfield Sampler and O wen Barfield on C.S. Lew is ; and
in other works by and about C.S. Lewis, which frequently
mention Owen Barfield as a close friend and significant
influence, especially Letters o f C.S. Lewis, Surprised by
Jo y , and They Stand Together, and the afterword by Marjorie L. Mead to the 1986
edition of Barfield’s The Silver Trumpet. A useful source on the World Wide Web
is the Barfield site by David Lavery, at http://www.mtsu.edu/~dlavery/barftoc.htm .
A S E L E C T IV E
B A R F IE L D
SECO N D A RY
B I B L IO G R A P H Y

Adey, Lionel. C.S. L ew is’s “ Great War” with Owen Barfield. Victoria, B.C.:
University of Victoria, 1978.
Avens, Roberts. Imagination is Reality: Western Nirvana in Jung, Hillman,
Barfield, and Cassirer. Dallas: Spring Publications, 1980.
Flieger, Verlyn. Splintered Light: Logos and Language in Tolkien’s World.
Grand Rapids, Mich.: William B. Eerdmans, 1983. See especially ch. 3,
“ Poetic Diction and Splintered Light.”
Fulweiler, Howard W. “ The Other Missing Link: Owen Barfield and the
Scientific Imagination.” Renascence: Essays on Values in Literature 46, no. 1
(Fall 1993).
Grant, Patrick. “ The Quality of Thinking: Owen Barfield as Literary Man and
Anthroposophist.” Seven 3 (198Z).
Grant, Patrick. Six M odern Authors and Problems o f Belief. London: Macmillan;
New York: Barnes and Noble, 1979. Includes “ Belief and Thinking” on
Barfield and Michael Polanyi.
Hipolito, J.A . “ Owen Barfield’s Poetic Diction.” Renascence: Essays on Values
in Literature 46 , no. 1 (Fall 1993).
Hocks, Richard A. “ Thoreau, Coleridge, and Barfield: Reflections on the
Imagination and the Law of Polarity.” Centennial Review , 19 73.
Hunter, Jeanne Clayton. “ Owen Barfield: Christian Apologist.” Renascence:
Essays on Value in Literature 3 6, no. 3 (Spring 1984).
Knight, Gareth. The Magical World o f the Inklings: J.R .R . Tolkien, C.S. Lewis,
Charles Williams, O wen Barfield. Longmead, Shaftesbury, Dorset: Element
Books, 1990. Includes a foreword by Barfield.
Kranidas, Thomas. “ The Defiant Lyricism of Owen Barfield.” Seven 6 (1985).
Includes a selection of poetry by Barfield.
Lachman, Gary. “ One M an’s Century: Visiting Owen Barfield.” Gnosis Magazine
40 (Summer 1996).
Mood, John J. “ Poetic Languaging and Primal Thinking: A Study of Barfield,
Wittgenstein, and Heidegger.” Encounter 2.6, no. 4 (Autumn 1965).
Morris, Francis J., and Ronald C. Wendling. “ Coleridge and ‘the Great Divide’
between C.S. Lewis and Owen Barfield.” Studies in the Literary Imagination
22, no. z (Fall 1989).
Potts, Donna L. H ow ard N em erov and Objective Idealism: The Influence o f
Owen Barfield. Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1994.
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Reilly, R .J. Romantic Religion: A Study o f Barfield, Lew is, Williams, and
Tolkien. Athens, Ga.: University of Georgia Press, 19 7 1.
Sugerman, Shirley, ed. Evolution o f Consciousness: Studies in Polarity.
Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan University Press, 1976. [Works in appreciation
of Barfield, with an important bibliography by G.B. Tennyson.]
Sugerman, Shirley. “ Survey of Studies on Owen Barfield.” Seven 3 (198Z).
Taylor, D.J. “ Meaning and ‘The Mind of the M aker.’ ” Seven, no. 3 (198Z).
Tennyson, George B. “ Apes, Angels and Owen Barfield.” Tow ards, Fall 1 9 8 1 .
Tennyson, George B. “ Owen Barfield: First and Last Inklings.” The W orld & I
5, no. 4 (Apr. 1990).
Thorson, Stephen. “ Lewis and Barfield on Imagination.” Myth lore whole nos.
64-65 (Winter 1990 &c Spring 19 9 1).
Wayne G. Ham m ond

★
G R E E T IN G S
FRO M
O W EN
B A R F IE L D

On 1 1 October 19 9 7 Christopher W. Mitchell, Director o f the
Marion E. Wade Center, Wheaton College, recorded a conversa
tion with O w en Barfield at his home in Sussex. Am ong Mr.
B arfield’s remarks w ere these words o f greeting for the 19 9 8
M ythopoeic Conference:

I hadn’t prepared anything to say, but it’s quite a landmark, really. The publication
by Wesleyan University Press of Poetic Diction was really the start of my literary
career, not only in America but here [in England]. So far as I have any literary
career, it’s American. I feel more like an American, if you know what I mean.
Because of, well, just because they show so much interest, and the British public
have shown so little on the whole. Not that I’ve really been hurt or anything of that
sort. Anyhow I was very pleased to have this request from your organizers and I do
wish you every possible success in the conference. Not because I am frightfully
interested in what happens to my reputation after my death, but just because you
have shown so much interest, and so many of you have taken so much trouble, and
some are still taking that, I should hate to think of the effort being wasted. And it’s
lovely to think that there will be this meeting going on in ’98 with quite a lot of
people. I do send my warm greetings and appreciation for the interest. And I’m so
glad that it’s associated with the C.S. Lewis celebrations because, of course, my
friendship with him, both personal and literary, meant so much to both of us.
O w en Barfield (18 9 8 -19 9 7 )
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The Marion E. Wade Center began in February 1965 with the
vision of Dr. Clyde S. Kilby, late Professor of English Literature
at Wheaton College, fifteen letters from C.S. Lewis to Dr. Kilby,
and a few books written by Lewis that Kilby had managed to
acquire. Today it is an internationally recognized research center
with holdings numbered in the thousands. Although originally
named the C.S. Lewis Collection, the works of Owen Barfield,
G.K. Chesterton, George MacDonald, Dorothy L. Sayers, J.R .R .
Tolkien, and Charles Williams were envisioned as part of the anticipated holdings
of the Wade Center from the beginning. Currently the Center houses over 12,000
volumes including first editions and critical works, more than 25,000 letters
(approximately 22,000 original), 1,066 manuscripts, and over 12,000 articles by or
about the seven authors, as well as doctoral dissertations, oral history interviews,
periodicals, and a large audio-visual library.
The Center’s C.S. Lewis holdings include more than 2,300 letters, 1 1 typescript
volumes of the Lewis family papers compiled by W.H. Lewis (diaries, letters, and
other materials from 1850 to 1930), 21 volumes of Warren Lewis’s own diaries,
family portraits and photographs, many of the “ Boxen” stories, 140 additional
manuscripts (92 original), 2.,363 volumes from Lewis’s own library, 179 disserta
tions on various aspects of Lewis’s work, over 3,000 articles by or about Lewis,
44 oral history interviews pertaining to Lewis, 2 17 translations, and related items
such as Lewis’s carved wardrobe and the original art for Pauline Baynes’ map of
Narnia. An arrangement with the Bodleian Library, Oxford to exchange photo
copies of selected Lewis manuscripts with those of the Wade Center has greatly
enhanced both libraries’ holdings.
The Center is also a major resource for the work of Owen Barfield. In addition
to 150 manuscripts (142 original), it houses m original letters, 15 Barfieldrelated dissertations, over 300 articles by or about Barfield, 3 oral history inter
views with Barfield and 20 more which refer to him, and a small collection of
photographs.
In 1974 friends and family of Mr. Marion E. Wade, founder of ServiceMaster
Company and C.S. Lewis enthusiast, established a fund to provide a yearly grant
for the operation of the Collection, which was renamed in his honor. The Kilby
Research Grant, established in 1982, is awarded annually to a scholar, engaged in
a publishable research project related to one or more of the seven authors, who has
worked on the project at the Wade Center. The Center also publishes the annual
journal Seven: An Anglo-American Literary Review, begun in 1980 under the
inspiration of Dr. Barbara Reynolds, Dr. Beatrice Batson, and Dr. Clyde Kilby as
a forum for informed discussion and assessment of the seven authors, intended
for the both the general reader and the specialist.
The Center is open to the public. Further information is available from The
Marion E. Wade Center, Wheaton College, Wheaton, Illinois 60187.
THE
M A R IO N E.
W ADE
C EN T ER AT
W H EA T O N
CO LLEG E

Christopher W. Mitchell

Paul F. Ford, Special C.S. Lewis Guest at Mythcon xxix, is the author of Com 
panion to Narnia (4th ed., HarperSanFrancisco, 1994), the indispensable encyclo
pedic guide to the world of Lewis’s Chronicles o f Narnia. He is Professor of
Theology and Liturgy at St. John’s Seminary in Camarillo, California, the founding
director of the Southern California C.S. Lewis Society, a past vice-president of the
C.S. Lewis Foundation, Redlands, California, and a current director of The Kilns
Oxford, Ltd., which purchased and renovated C.S. Lewis’s home as a study center
and retreat. He hopes to find a publisher for two further books about Lewis: a revi
sion of his 1987 doctoral dissertation, C.S. Lew is: Ecumenical Spiritual Director:
A Study o f His Experience and Theology o f Prayer and Discernment in the Process
o f Becoming a Self, and a companion to The Screwtape Letters.
Verlyn Flieger, Special Owen Barfield Guest, is Professor of English Literature at
the University of Maryland at College Park, where she teaches courses on Tolkien,
fantasy and science fiction, comparative mythology, and medieval and Arthurian
literature. She has written widely on the Inklings, including the book Splintered
Light: Logos and Language in Tolkien’s World (Eerdmans, 1983), which demon
strates Tolkien’s use of the language theories of Owen Barfield, and essays in
collections such as Word and Story in C.S. Lew is (1991). She has attended several
Mythopoeic Conferences, and has presented papers such as “ Nemerov and Barfield: The Poet Dreaming in the Scholar’s House” and “ Owen Barfield in Elvish
Words.” Her latest book is A Question o f Time: J.R .R . Tolkien’s R oad to Faerie
(Kent State University Press, 1997).
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M y t h o p o e ic C o n f e r e n c e C o m m it t e e 19 9 8

Diana Glyer, Chair
David Bratman, Conference Coordinator
Alene Campbell, Chair's Assistant/Children’s Programming
Joe Christopher, Programming Coordinator
Edie Dougherty, Liaison to Paul Ford & Secretary
Bruce Edwards, Workshop Leader
Eleanor Farrell, Web Page Administrator
Michael Glyer, Program Book & Progress Reports
Glen GoodKnight, Special Exhibits
Wayne Hammond, Souvenir Book
Darci Hill, Committee
Cary Hoagland, Committee
Gary Hunnewell, Children’s Programming
Sylvia Hunnewell, Children’s Programming
Charles Huttar, Papers Coordinator
Mary Jo Kapsalis, Local Committee
Grace Klein, Local Coordinator
David Lenander, Publicity Committee
Lynn Maudlin, Treasurer and Registrar
Richard McCoy, Children’s Programming
Marjorie Mead, Wade Center Liaison
Christopher Mitchell, Wade Center Liaison
John Rateliff, Barfield Programming Coordinator
Christina Scull, Advisor
John Simmons, Publicity
Lee Speth, Dealers Room
Mary Stolzenbach, Publicity
Craig Tavani, Special Events
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TH E
M Y T H O P O E IC

The Mythopoeic Society is a literary and educational organization founded in 1967 by Glen H. GoodKnight. From its first
meeting in Southern California, it has grown to include mem
bers throughout the United States and around the world. The
Society is devoted to the study, discussion, and enjoyment of fantasy and mythic
literature, in particular the works of C.S. Lewis, J.R .R . Tolkien, and Charles
Williams, three prominent members of the Inklings, an informal literary group
which met in Oxford, England from the 1930s through the 1950s. Their writings
inspired the foundation of the Mythopoeic Society, and the literary, philosophical,
and spiritual values found in their works continue to enrich the lives of readers
today. The word m ythopoeic (pronounced m yth-oh-Vtt-ik or m yth-oh -pa y -ik)
means “ mythmaking” or “ productive of myth.”
Members of the Mythopoeic Society include scholars, writers, and other enthusi
asts, who communicate through local discussion and special interest groups, in
three publications —the journal M ythlore, the newsletter M ythprint , and the fiction
and poetry magazine M ythic Circle - and at an annual conference (“ Mythcon” ).
The Society promotes fantasy fiction and relevant scholarship also through annual
Mythopoeic Awards presented at Mythcon; nominations may be made by all mem
bers, and voting is done by volunteer committees. The award itself is a statuette of
a lion, evoking Aslan from C.S. Lewis’s Chronicles o f Narnia.
For further information about the Mythopoeic Society, visit the Society dealer’s
table at Mythcon or the Society web page at http://home.earthlink.net/~emfarrell/
m ythsodm ythsoc.htm l , or write to Ms. Edith Crowe, Corresponding Secretary,
P.O. Box 32.0486, San Francisco, CA 94132., or e-mail to ecrowe@ em ail.sjsu.edu.
T he M

y t h o p o e ic

So c ie t y C o u n c il

of

St e w a r d s

Joan Marie Verba, Chair and Secretary fo r the M ythopoeic Press
David Bratman, Secretary fo r M ythopoeic Conferences
Edith L. Crowe, Corresponding Secretary
Eleanor M. Farrell, E ditor o f Mythprint
Michael Glyer, Recording Secretary
Glen H. GoodKnight, E ditor o f Mythlore and Founder
Lisa Deutsch Harrigan, Treasurer
Gwenyth E. Hood, E ditor o f Mythic Circle
Ken Lauw, M em bership Secretary
David Lenander, Secretary fo r Discussion Groups
Lee Speth, M anager o f the Orders Department
T he M

y t h o p o e ic

S o c ie t y Bo a r d

of

A d v iso r s

Joe Christopher • Diana Paxson • Lyle Dorsett
Gracia Fay Ellwood • Edmund Meskys • Richard West
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Bruce McMenomy. Local Co-ordinators:
Andy Howard and Sandi Howard.

T H E M Y T H O P O E IC C O N F E R E N C E S
i. September 4 -7 , 1970. Harvey Mudd
College, Claremont, Calif. Combined with
Tolkien Conference in. Guest of Honor:
Clyde S. Kilby (Inklings scholar &c curator).
Chairman: Glen GoodKnight.

ix. August 1 1 - 1 3 , 1978. Ambassador Inn,
West Sacramento, Calif. “ Deryni.” Guest
o f Honor: Katherine Kurtz (fantasy author).
Chairman: Michael Morman.

11. September 3 -6 , 1 9 7 1 . Francisco Torres
Conference Center, Santa Barbara, Calif.
Guest of Honor: Mary McDermott Shideler
(Charles Williams scholar). Chairman:
Glen GoodKnight.

x. July 1 2 - 1 5 , 1979- Hyatt House, San
Jose, Calif. “ The Silmarillicon.” Guests
o f Honor: Annette Harper (fantasy artist),
Jim Allan (Tolkien linguist). Chair: Lisa
Deutsch Harrigan.

30-July 4, 19 72. Edgewater Hyatt
House, Long Beach, Calif. Held in conjunc
tion with Westercon xxv. Guest o f Honor:
Poul Anderson (fantasy writer). Chairman:
Glen GoodKnight.

xi. July 2 5 -2 8 , 1980. University of Nevada,
Reno. “Joy in the Great Dance.” Guest of
Honor: Glen GoodKnight (founder of the
Mythopoeic Society). Chairperson: Debbie
Smith.

iv. August 17 -2 0 , 19 7 3 . Francisco Torres
Conference Center, Santa Barbara, Calif.
Guests o f Honor: Peter S. Beagle (fantasy
author), Richard Plotz (founder of the
Tolkien Society of America). Chairman:
Glen GoodKnight.

Oakland, Calif. “ A Festival in Faerie.”
Guests o f Honor: Elizabeth M. Pope
(fantasy author and scholar), Joe R.
Christopher (Lewis scholar and Inklings
bibliographer). Chair: Diana L. Paxson.

h i . June

x ii . August 7 -1 0 , 19 8 1. Mills College,

xiii. August 1 3 - 1 6 , 1982. Chapman
College, Orange, Calif. “ ‘Celtic Con’:
The Celtic Influence on Fantasy Literature.”
Special guests: Nancy-Lou Patterson (key
note speaker), Marion Zimmer Bradley,
Tim Kirk, Katherine Kurtz, Kathryn Lindskoog, Ataniel Noel, Paul Edwin Zimmer,
Bernie Zuber. Director: Lisa Cowan.

v. August 2 3 -2 6 , 1974. Scripps College,
Claremont, Calif. ‘“ The MabinogiCon’ :
Celtic and Welsh Influence in Mythopoeic
Literature.” Guests o f Honor: Evangeline
Walton (fantasy author), Kathryn Lindskoog (C.S. Lewis scholar). Chairman:
Glen GoodKnight
vi. August 1 5 - 1 8 , 19 7 5. Scripps College,
Claremont, Calif. “ The Fictional Worlds
of C.S. Lewis.” Guests o f Honor: Walter
Hooper (Lewis scholar &c literary executor),
Ed Meskys (former Thain of the Tolkien
Society of America). Chairman: Bruce
McMenomy.

xiv. August 1 2 - 1 5 , 19 8 3. Scripps College,
Claremont, Calif. “ Mythic Structures in
Tolkien, Lewis, and Williams.” Guests o f
Honor: Clyde S. Kilby (Inklings scholar and
curator), Stephen R. Donaldson (fantasy
author). Chairman: Glen GoodKnight.

vii. August 1 3 - 1 6 , 1976. Westbridge
Conference Center, Sacramento, Calif.
“ Arthurian Elements in Williams, Lewis,
and Tolkien.” Guest o f Honor: Thomas
Howard (Inklings scholar). Chairman:
Bruce McMenomy. Conference Co
ordinator: Mary Morman.

xv. August 1 0 - 1 3 , i 984- Mills College,
Oakland, Calif. “ The Wood between the
Worlds.” Guests o f Honor: Jane Yolen
(fantasy author), Paul F. Ford (Lewis
scholar). Chair: Eric Rauscher.
xvi. July 26 -29 , 19 85. Wheaton College,
Wheaton, Illinois. “ A Kinship of Dancers:
Interplay in the Lives and Works of Lewis,
Tolkien, and Williams.” Guests o f Honor:
Patricia McKillip (fantasy author), Peter
Schakel (Lewis scholar). Chairman: Diana
Lynne Pavlac.

v iii .

August 26 -29 , 19 7 7 . University of
California-San Diego, La Jolla. “ The
‘Lesser’ Works of J.R .R . Tolkien.” Guest
o f Honor: Richard L. Purtill (Inklings
scholar and fantasy author). Chairman:
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x v ii . August 8 - 1 1, 1986 . California State
University, Long Beach. “ The Daughters of
Beatrice: Women in Fantasy.” Guests of
Honor: Charles de Lint (fantasy author),
Judith Kollmann (Williams scholar). Cochairs: Sarah Beach and Peter Lowentrout.

xxiv. July 30-August 2, 19 9 3. University
of Minnesota, Minneapolis. “ Down the
Hobbit-hole and through the Wardrobe:
Fantasy in Children’s Literature.” Guests
o f Honor: Carol Kendall (fantasy author),
Jane Yolen (fantasy scholar and author).
Chair: David Lenander.

x v iii . July

2.4-2.75 19 8 7 . Marquette Univer
sity, Milwaukee, Wise. “ Looking Back from
Weathertop: A Fifty Years’ Retrospective
on The Hobbit." Guests of Honor: Christo
pher Tolkien (Tolkien scholar and literary
executor), John Bellairs (fantasy author).
Chair: Gregory G.H. Rihn.

xxv. August 5 -8 , 1994. American Univer
sity, Washington, D.C. “ The Language of
M yth.” Guests of Honor: Madeleine
L ’Engle (fantasy author), Judith Mitchell
(fantasy artist), Verlyn Flieger (Tolkien
scholar). Chair: Wendell Wagner.

xix. July 29-August 1, 1988. Clark Kerr
Campus, University of California, Berkeley.
“ Legends for a New Land: Fantasy in
America.” Guests of Honor: Ursula K.
Le Guin (fantasy author), Brian Attebery
(fantasy scholar). Chair: David Bratman.

xxvi. August 4 -7 , 19 9 5. Clark Kerr
Campus, University of California, Berkeley.
“ Fairies in the Garden, Monsters at the
Mall: Fantasy in the World around Us.”
Guests of Honor: Tim Powers (fantasy
author), Michael R. Codings (Lewis and
fantasy scholar). Chair: Eleanor Farrell.

xx. July 2.8-31, 1989. University of British
Columbia, Vancouver. “ Mythic Elements in
Fantasy.” Guests of Honor: Guy Gavriel
Kay (fantasy author) and Raymond H.
Thompson (Arthurian scholar). Chairman:
Lynn J.R . Wytenbroek.

xxvii. July 26—29, 1996. University of
Colorado, Boulder, Colo. “ Magic in the
Mountains, Wonder in the Woods: The
Inklings and Nature.” Guests of Honor:
Doris T. Myers (Inklings scholar), Ted
Nasmith (Tolkien artist). Chair: Bruce
Leonard.

xxi. August 3 -6 , 1990. California State
University, Long Beach. “ Aspects of Love
in Fantasy.” Guests of Honor: Diana L.
Paxson (fantasy author and musician),
Patrick Wynne (fantasy artist and Tolkien
linguist). Chairman: Jo Alida Wilcox.
Conference Co-ordinator: Bill Welden.

xxviii. August 8—1 1 , 19 9 7. Pepperdine
University, Malibu, Calif. “J.R .R . Tolkien:
The Achievement of His Literary Life.”
Guests o f Honor: Wayne G. Hammond
and Christina Scull (Tolkien scholars),
Orson Scott Card (fantasy author).
Chair: Glen GoodKnight.

xxii. July 26—29, 19 9 1. Clarion Hotel,
San Diego, Calif. “ The Hero Cycle: Arche
types in Fantasy Literature.” Guests of
Honor: C .J. Cherryh (fantasy author),
Stephen W. Potts (myth and fantasy
scholar). Chair: Linda Sundstrom.

xxix. July 1 5 -2 0 , 1998. Wheaton College,
Wheaton, 111. “ C.S. Lewis: A Centenary
Celebration.” Guests of Honor: Paul F.
Ford (Lewis scholar), Verlyn Flieger
(Barfield scholar). Chair: Diana Pavlac
Glyer.

xxiii. August 1 7 - 2 4 , 199 2. Keble College,
Oxford, England. “ The J.R .R . Tolkien
Centenary Conference.” Co-sponsored with
The Tolkien Society. Sixteen special guests,
including Christopher, John, and Priscilla
Tolkien. Chairman: Christina Scull.
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1996 Waking the Moon by Elizabeth Hand
19 9 7 The Wood Wife by Terri Windling

T H E M Y T H O P O E IC A W A R D S
The Mythopoeic Awards are currently pre
sented in four categories: two Mythopoeic
Fantasy Awards, for outstanding adult and
children’s fantasy fiction “ in the spirit of
the Inklings” published in the preceding
year; and two Mythopoeic Scholarship
Awards, which honor works published
within the preceding three years that make
a significant contribution to scholarship
about the Inklings or in general myth
and fantasy studies.
The years listed are those in which the
award was presented. No awards were
made in unlisted years.

T he M ythopoeic Fantasy A ward
for C hildren ’ s L iterature
1992. Haroun and the Sea o f Stories
by Salman Rushdie
1993 Knight’s Wyrd by Debra Doyle
and James D. Macdonald
1994 The Kingdom o f Kevin Malone
by Suzy McKee Charnas
199 5 Owl in Love by Patrice Kindi
1996 The Crown o f Dalemark
by Diana Wynne Jones

T he M ythopoeic Scholarship A ward
in Inklings Studies

T he M ythopoeic Fantasy A ward
1 9 7 1 The Crystal Cave by Mary Stewart
1972. Red Moon and Black Mountain
by Joy Chant
19 7 3 The Song of Rhiannon by Evangeline
Walton
19 7 4 The Hollow Hills by Mary Stewart
19 7 5 A Midsummer Tempest by Poul
Anderson
19 8 1 Unfinished Tales by J.R.R. Tolkien
1 9 8 1 Little, Big by John Crowley
1983 The Firelings by Carol Kendall
1984 When Voiha Wakes by Joy Chant
1985 Cards of Grief by Jane Yolen
1986 Bridge of Birds by Barry Hughart
19 8 7 The Folk of the Air by Peter S.
Beagle
1988 Seventh Son by Orson Scott Card
1989 Unicorn Mountain by Michael
Bishop

1 9 7 1 Clyde S. Kilby, Mary McDermott
Shideler
197Z Walter Hooper
19 7 3 Master o f Middle-earth by Paul H.
Kocher
19 74 C.S. Lewis, Mere Christian
by Kathryn Lindskoog
19 76 Tolkien Criticism by Richard C.
West; C.S. Lewis: An Annotated
Checklist by Joe R. Christopher
and Joan K. Ostling; Charles W.S.
Williams: A Checklist by Lois
Glenn
19 8 2 The Inklings by Humphrey
Carpenter
1983 Companion to Narnia by Paul F.
Ford
1984 The Road to Middle-earth by
T.A. Shippey
1985 Reason and Imagination in
C.S. Lewis by Peter J. Schakel
1986 Charles Williams, Poet o f Theology
by Glen Cavaliero
19 8 7 J.R.R . Tolkien: Myth, Morality,
and Religion by Richard Purtill
1988 C.S. Lewis by Joe R. Christopher
1989 The Return o f the Shadow by
J.R .R . Tolkien, ed. by Christopher
Tolkien
1990 The Annotated Hobbit by J.R .R .
Tolkien, ed. by Douglas A.
Anderson
19 9 1 Jack: C.S. Lewis and His Times
by George Sayer

1990 The Stress of Her Regard
by Tim Powers
19 9 1 Thomas the Rhymer by Ellen
Kushner
T he M ythopoeic Fantasy A ward
for A dult L iterature
199Z A Woman of the Iron People
by Eleanor Arnason
1993 Briar Rose by Jane Yolen
1994 The Porcelain Dove by Delia
Sherman

1995 Something Rich and Strange
by Patricia A. McKillip
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i 9 9 z Word and Story in C.S. Lewis,
ed. by Peter J. Schakel and
Charles A. Huttar
19 9 3 Planets in Peril: A Critical Study o f
C.S. Lewis’s Ransom Trilogy by
David C. Downing
199 4 J.R .R . Tolkien: A Descriptive
Bibliography by Wayne G.
Hammond with the assistance
of Douglas A. Anderson
19 9 5 C.S. Lewis in Context by Doris T.
Myers
1 996 J.R .R . Tolkien: Artist & Illustrator
by Wayne G. Hammond and
Christina Scull
19 9 7 The Rhetoric o f Vision: Essays on
Charles Williams, ed. by Charles A.
Huttar and Peter Schakel

T he M ythopoeic S cholarship A ward
in M yth and F antasy Studies
1992. The Victorian Fantasists, ed. by
Kath Filmer
19 9 3 Strategies o f Fantasy by Brian
Attebery
199 4 Twentieth-Century Fantasists,
ed. by Kath Filmer
199 5 Old Tales and N ew Truths by
James Roy King
199 6 From the Beast to the Blonde
by Marina Warner
19 9 7 When Toys Come Alive by
Lois Rostow Kuznets

N O M I N E E S F O R T H E 19 9 8
M Y T H O P O E IC A W A R D S

Fan tasy A ward for A dult L iterature
Giant Bones by Peter S. Beagle
The Djinn in the Nightingale’s Eye
by A.S. Byatt
Trader by Charles de Lint
Neverwhere by Neil Gaiman
The Gift by Patrick O ’Leary

Fan tasy A ward for
C h ild ren ’ s L iterature
The Boggart and the Monster
by Susan Cooper
A Dark Horn Blowing by Dahlov Ipcar
Rose Daughter by Robin McKinley
Young Merlin trilogy (Passager, Hobby
and Merlin) by Jane Yolen

Scholarship A ward in Inklings Studies
A Question o f Time: J.R .R . Tolkien’s
Road to Faerie by Verlyn Flieger
C.S. Lewis Index: Rumours from the
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